There are hosts of target tracking algorithm approaches, each valued with respect to the scenario operating conditions (e.g. sensors, targets, and environments). Due to the application complexity, no algorithm is general enough to be widely applicable, nor is a scenario narrow enough for a tailored algorithm. Thus, to meet real world goals, multitarget tracking (MTT) algorithms need to undergo performance assessment for (1) bounding performance over various operating conditions, (2) managing expectations and applicability for user acceptance, and (3) understanding the constraints and supporting information for reliable and robust performance. To meet these challenges, performance assessment should strive for three goals: (1) challenge problem scenarios with a rich variety of operating conditions, (2) a standard, but robust, set of metrics for evaluation, and (3) design of experiments for sensitivity analysis over parameter variation of models, uncertainties, and measurements.
INTRODUCTION
Recent events have changed domain applications for multisensor information fusion and target tracking from locating a small number of large targets to maintaining tracks on a large number of targets of varying sizes. Increasingly complex, dynamically changing scenarios have evolved that require intelligent tracking strategies. These intelligent strategies have to be evaluated over various locations, observing changing targets, and detecting unknown threats. Such a scenario of interest for "Layered Sensing" is an urban setting for Homeland Defense. Layered sensing incorporates many research issues in intelligent tracking, sensor development, and information fusion. Figure 1 shows a layered sensing scenario that incorporates highaltitude platforms for target detection, surveillance unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for target tracking, and individual audio reports from ground stations for target identification. To assist in the coordination of these layered assets, it is imperative to (1) understand the performance driving each system, (2) determine the metrics for effective collaboration, and (3) proactively utilize the systems relative to the real-world scenario of interest.
Performance assessment of multitarget tracking (MTT) for the real world requires (1) pragmatic understanding of the algorithm designs, portability and applicability, (2) detailed testing over various scenarios and operating conditions, and (3) focused assessment of sensitivity analysis and performance metrics [1] through tailored design of experiments. While the MTT community has made progress in algorithm comparisons and metrics through the work of Blair in the Benchmark problems [2, 3] , metrics and tailored target tracking performance evaluations from Drummond [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , and algorithms from Blackman [9] (as well as many others in the community e.g. [10, 11, 12] ); there still is a need for reliable and designed testing scenarios to increase the understanding of the MTT approaches for the operational use of the techniques.
Real world applications of target tracking are embedded in larger operational goals such as surveillance, targeting, and force assessment that includes both entity estimation and situation control. The Information Fusion Community has adopted the Data Fusion Information Group (DFIG) model, shown in Figure 2 , with emphasis placed on sensors and their estimations from the real world. Target tracking is but a piece of a larger information fusion system including user requirements, registration algorithms, and sensor management. Level 1 fusion, which includes target tracking and identification, is merely a technique to provide situational awareness. Situational awareness in and of itself is a picture of the environment that requires situation assessment (i.e. number of targets, movement of targets, and the identity of targets). This information aggregation supports a user's real world decision-making goals of security, strike packages, and positioning forces. However, the tracking performance assessment of the situation can also be viewed as a control problem. The control problem requires tools and techniques for decision support such as metrics and analysis to place sensors, waveform diversity to choose operating modes, and situation characterization to relay information to other distributed users. The real world is complex; however, effective methods of tracking performance analysis will aid users to appreciate and trust tracking systems, utilize the tracking results for situational awareness, and adaptively control sensors for effective performance.
This paper supports a plenary discussion on ideas to enhance research in MTT for real world instantiation of MTT algorithms. It is not meant to serve as a critic of the current state of the art, but rather to suggest ideas for future improvements and directions for the community to be able to (1) transition the techniques, (2) manage expectations for groups incorporating MTT into larger designs, and (3) develop the resources available for the next generation of tracking researchers.
Three areas of support that are important to the community are (1) scenarios [14] , (2) metrics [15, 16, 17] , and (3) design of experiments [18] . While these ideas are not novel, the packaged details in a "Challenge Problem" would support the community. As indicated, Dale Blair has supported a Benchmark challenge problem for many years [2] , Oliver Drummond has supported a various host of metrics [19] , and Jim Llinas and Center for Multisource Information Fusion [20] have done initial work on MTT design of experiments. Building on these developments, the MTT community can support future challenge problems so that continued understanding, testing, and focused assessment can improve MTT research developments.
The paper describes brief attributes where MTT performance assessment can be furthered for real world realization of the techniques. Section 2 starts with scenario designs in Challenge Problem development. Section 3 places emphasis on a robust set of metrics that needs to be adopted as a standard for the tracking community. Section 4 describes a design of experiments approach which typical complex systems designs utilize for understanding. Section 5 draws conclusions. 
SCENARIOS
Tracking algorithms for the real world require a pragmatic understanding of the complexities surrounding the application such as the number and types of targets, the sensors including their physical parameters and communication links, and the varying environmental conditions. [21] Utilizing static and dynamic environmental conditions can lead to host of challenges for MTT algorithms. Typically, with weak applicability to the real world, MTT algorithms focus on performance assessment over different target densities, ordered set of detection policies (e.g. Probability of Detection > 0.8), and various forms of clutter (e.g. Gaussian and Poisson).
As example of challenging scenario designs, the DARPA Dynamical Tactical Targeting (DTT) program [22] tested a variety of scenarios and evaluated system performance. Figure 3 represents the design space of different scenarios available for a given MIDB (Mission Data Base), Nominated Area of Interest (NAI), and air task order (ATO) of mission objectives. After the selected scenario conditions for each run were determined, a simulator was used to instantiate the truth information, such as actual target behaviors and sensors measurements. The simulator used the mean values and variance bounds associated with selected factors to create a half-day scenario which afforded a longitudinal performance analysis based on ergodic assumptions.
While the various MTT Performance Assessment techniques have been documented in the literature [23, 24] , there is a long way ahead for reliable and robust performance assessment of real world systems. Issues of communications, measurement uncertainties, and models are important. As shown in Figure 4 , there are many functions surrounding target tracking and identification. The first issue is to characterize the sensitivity of MTT systems to ancillary support data. With today's resources of GPS, terrain maps, and weather updates; it is important to utilize and capitalize on these products to support MTT assessment. It would be naïve to think that future MTT designs would not utilize this information. Likewise, the reliance on these technologies also becomes a sensitivity parameter of performance. For instance, research in terrain-aided navigation (akin to dead reckoning) is of interest to support navigational systems with a GPS dropout. Thus, MTT should explore scenarios over which reliable and unreliable support data is available. Additional ancillary information for real world testing includes data truthing, metric evaluation, and careful sensitivity analysis over operating conditions for model enhancements. The second aspect of scenario designs includes modeling. Modeling incorporates target kinematic and behavior models, sensor exploitation performance models, as well as the environment performance models (e.g. Digital Terrain and Evaluation (DTED) models). The tight restriction of MTT evaluation has typically included simple kinematic models for target behaviors. One way to account for the simplistic models is to use a Variable-Structure Interacting Multiple Model (VS-IMM) or Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation (MMAE) approach to fuse the models to cover varying target behaviors. Another issue of importance in the performance analysis is the track accuracy based on the smoothing of models or the track loss for the tailored use of a single model. Finally, the use of models is critical to sensor management which determines which sensors are positioned for measurements. If the sensor models are simple detection approaches, it does not afford a rich analysis of feature assessment for track maintenance. In summary, MTT performance assessment needs to refine the sensitivity of the results by way of determining the effects of models on MTT performance.
The third aspect of scenario design is related to MTT distributed information. These distributed aspects include the communications and user involvement. Information theory details the performance bounds relative to bandwidth and capacity. If future MTT systems are to be deployed for real world applications, there is a need to understand the track life and track maintenance of systems when there are sensor delays, data drop out, bit errors, and performance degradation factors. Similarly, real world tracking is not only based on surveillance, but user needs. The goal for MTT performance assessment is in "Performance Driven Sensing" when a true understanding of operator placement of the sensors for measurement becomes an integral part of the MTT algorithm. Rarely, is a high-value sensing asset allowed to operate autonomously. Furthermore, the more reliable and diverse systems are under management contention between commanders. Thus, a performance assessment should include distributed analysis of communication constraints and user control issues.
To utilize the various parameters in the real world analysis, the MTT community should support challenge problems and performance models to enhance the understanding of real world issues in MTT assessment.
Performance Models
A sensor model is derived from physical, simulated, or empirical analysis. The physical parameters can be incorporated into physical or analytical models such as the radar equation. A more detailed analysis of the sensor system feeding an MTT system would be an exploitation model, such as a SAR performance model [25] . There are a host of other sensors for MTT such as HSI or EO sensors [26, 27] that need development for models that are verified and validated. Second, there is a need for target models. In the case of MTT, many stationary target models exist such as the CAD models detailed in the DARPA MSTAR program. [28] Third, environment models such as DTED, Google Maps, and other data are available. Weather and terrain contour maps could aid in the understanding of target movement. The documentation and model fidelity [29] (for a given scenario) can be included in a benchmark challenge problem for MTT comparison and evaluation.
Benchmark Challenge Problems
Blair [2] created a benchmark challenge problem. The ATR Community has produced a set of challenge problems detailed by Arnold [30] . A scenario includes various kinematic target movements, possible sensor signals and target signatures, and terrain details. Ross et al. [31] and the MSTAR team created a set of operating conditions over sensor, targets, and environments.
As a quick summary, the following pieces constitute a "Challenge Problem:" [30] -Problem Definition: The scope and significance -Data: Applicable data for the defined problem Scenarios provide data and support documentation for real world analysis either through analytical, simulated, or empirical results; however from software design "You can't control what you can't measure" [32] .
MTT PERFORMANCE METRICS
What you measure is what you get. To support performance assessment, there is a need for an authoritative standard, defined calculations, and suggested sensitivity metrics from which to test and evaluate algorithms. For example, military MTT is based on a host of metrics that start with the measurement (detection and cueing) and end with (engagement and assessment) as shown in Figure 5 . MTT metrics can be viewed as a producer of or consumer of the information. If the user is only interested in target identity, then MTT kinematic behavior assessment would provide additional information for a goal outside traditional MTT processes. Likewise, MTT consumes the uncertainty and detection metrics from the sensors. Together the MTT system uses and consumes the metric information for analysis in conjunction with a sensor, algorithm, and platform manager.
A host of MTT metrics have been described by Drummond, Blair, and Li. In each case, the metrics are associated with the algorithms themselves and provide a good taxonomy of issues to consider. In future real-world applications, there is a need to relate the metrics to user concerns above and beyond the standard metric of RMS position error for target location. One example is the communications community with a standard set of Quality of Service (QoS) metrics.
[34] From the list of metrics, and important metric not currently considered for future real-world MTT analysis, includes Timeliness Variation. Sensor and information fusion systems require that the sensed information be communicated to the tracker in a timely manner with the associated throughput restrictions for hardware limitations. Communication methods transfer data from the sensor to the MTT center through routers, which can be modeled as a queue. For example, wireless systems will require ad hoc configurations of routers to transfer the information directly from the sensors to a mesh network. The mesh network, consisting of these routers, would then enable rapid transfer of the information to a distributed set of MTT sensors. Thus, to afford proactive MTT strategies, we need to consider the communication delays for timely decision making. For future MTT systems the Quality of Information will be important [35] as a sensitivity parameter as well as achieving the high fusion data quality (FDQ) [36] which may not be always commensurate with high QoS.
Standardizing the MTT Metrics to Include System Metrics
To design a complete MTT system, we need to address user information needs in the design and development process. Blasch [37, 38] explored the concepts of situation assessment (SA) by detailing the user needs of attention, workload, and trust which can be mapped into metrics of timeliness, throughput, confidence, utilization, and accuracy. Workload and attention can be reduced if the MTT system cues the operator to a few selected target descriptions (hence workload and timeliness). If the MTT performs better against a known a priori data set, accuracy and confidence increase, enhancing operator trust.
Dynamic situation analysis has three components: (1) dynamical responsiveness to changing conditions, (2) situational awareness, and (3) continual analysis to meet throughput and latency performance requirements. The combination of these three entities is instantiated by a tracking and ID [11, 12] system, an interactive display to allow the user to make decisions, and metrics for replanning and sensor management [39] . To afford interactions between future MTT system designs and users information needs, metrics are required. The MTT metrics should include timeliness, accuracy, throughput, confidence, and cost. These metrics are similar to the standard quality of service (QOS) metrics in communication networking [36, 40] and theory and human factors literature, as shown in Table 1 [1]. The detailed metrics are required for a comparison analysis. For example, it is widely known that the interacting-multiple model (IMM) is best for maneuvering targets. In order to convey the results of tracking algorithm approaches, care must be taken to ensure that the performance analysis of the algorithm versus the data quality. For example, X Rong Li [41] has proposed relative metrics for analysis of trackers to separate the tracker performance from the quality of the measurements. Note: An IEEE Aerospace and Electronics Systems (AES) Standard Committee led by Blair is working on track fusion and target tracking terminologies.
System Performance Metrics
The goal of any multisensor system intelligent MTT analysis is to have a track gain over improved lifetime, timeliness, accuracy, and throughput. The information fusion gain can be assessed as Measures of Effectiveness (MOE) or Measures of Performance (MOP). MOPs include the standard MTT parameters of number of targets tracked, throughput, time, and P D . MOEs include force protection, situation analysis, and event occurrence.
MTT performance metrics includes number of targets tracked; however, the system performance metric is throughput. Throughput can be determined as the average rate, peak rate, and variability of the system to deliver information to the user. The average rate (events processed / time) is the average load that can be sustained by the sensor over an extended period of time. The peak rate tells the network what type of surge traffic must be coped with, either by dedicating data-rate capacity or by allocating sufficient buffer space to smooth out measurement surges. Variability measures the source burstiness and is an indication of the extent to which statistical multiplexing is needed for distributed tracking.
Timeliness is QoS metric for system performance; however, system Delay (or latency) is a system-level metric which can be measured with time to assessment or delay variation. Transfer delay measures the delay imposed by the network on data transferring from a source to a destination. Delay variation is an important parameter for real-time applications, in which the data displayed at the destination must appear at a smooth continuous rate matching the rate generated at the source. Some of these issues were discussed in [36, 40] as they effect distributed tracking and fusion systems performance
Robustness
The MTT community is familiar with root-mean square error (RMSE), track purity, and track life [15] . While each of these is based on the scenario, it lends itself to false understanding of the tracker itself. To look at the tracker, many times the covariance information is used as a measure of the relative performance of the track estimation [9] . The MTT community, already accustomed to a system metric of track accuracy and track lifetime, should be acknowledging a system metric of robustness. Robustness includes specifications of designs (e.g. robust design), trusted reliability (e.g. robust decision making and estimation e.g., [42 ,43, 44, 45, 46] , and insensitivity to parameter variation (e.g. robust control). The goal for the MTT community is to explore the sensitivity of performance over a variety of conditions to ensure that the tracker designs relate to robust performance [47, 48] . Essentially, a robust assessment, extending from confidence and reliability [49] , would lead to performance bounds that give an envelope of performance to support a managed expectation to users of MTT performance. In summary, the choice of metrics, either detailed in the challenge problem or supported by the tracking community, needs to be standardized, consistently calculated, and allow for sensitivity studies.
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
DOE supports the valid and verifiable direct, indirect, and interactive effects between the various operating conditions over the changes in these scenarios for a sensitivity analysis. Since real-world MTT incorporates a host of interactive effectives in a complex environment, there is no such analytical model to cover all aspects of the research. While the analytical approach is not without merit, only parts of the problem can be modeled. With some models, simulation studies can lead to an understanding of the domain. The MTT community is rich with papers utilizing kinematic models with simulated data to test out a set of operating conditions. There are even studies that include analysis over an empirical data set. However, the issue of the "Real World" incorporates both the expected and the unexpected events in a scenario. Thus, the MTT community needs to realize that the tracker is a piece of a larger complex system. Acknowledging that MTT is in a complex system leads one to seek complex performance analysis for which a standard approach is Design of Experiments.
Design of Experiments (DOE) [50] is a methodical way to control the performance assessment by changing certain parameters and regressing over the outcome, The purpose of using formal DOEs is to achieve the highest level of statistical significance of the tests while requiring the minimum experimentation e.g., [51] . DOE includes a host of techniques used to support the validity and reliability of testing complex systems while systematically understanding the process. Measures of Merit (or Figures of Merit) such as accuracy, confidence, and timeliness can be studied by changing parameters. One example is shown below of a DOE for MTT [22] .
To effectively evaluate system performance, three types of parameters are assessed: (1) constants (e.g. NAI); (2) Monte Carlo variables (e.g. sensor variation), and (3) factors that change (e.g. number of targets) [21] . Table 2 shows the DOE analysis for the target, sensor, and environment EOCs (experimental operation conditions [32] ). Constant parameters were determined from either un-modelable effects, issues that did not affect the outcome, or real-world operating conditions. Constant target behavior includes emissions and on-road travel while variable target behavior includes move-stop-move cycles, paths, and speed. The sensors and platforms are a result of the mission scenario. The sensor variables included exploitation accuracy and sensor factors including an On/Off bias selection. The largest category of scenario OCs is from the environment which includes weather, nominate area of interest (NAI) selected by the user, facilities of target initiation/termination, terrain/road conditions, and 'no-fly zones'. For each scenario, the NAI was fixed and available terrain and weather data provided. 
TRANSITION TO THE REAL WORLD
Together the scenarios, metrics, and DOE lead to focused challenge problem sets for a performance analysis and repeatable understanding. Layered sensing can mean various things depending on the operating conditions. However, there are common themes associated with layered sensing MTT, such as dense targets, roads and infrastructure, and known sensor measurements. Scenarios require many novel MTT applications that are not well researched such as evaluation metrics, proactive control of sensors, distribution of information to users, usefulness of pedigree information, and robust metrics. To determine successful intelligent MTT processing strategies, an evaluation assessment is needed to determine if developments have increased the capabilities of the MTT solutions. Figure 6 shows a process model [52] detailing the processes of innovation to design to operations. From the MTT analytical model studies, towards simulations with generated and empirical data, MTT systems are ready for real-world DOE testing. 
CONCLUSIONS
This position paper evaluated an MTT performance assessment from the standpoint of years of MTT research in designs, metrics, and simulated studies with the systematic view of transitioning these systems to real world capabilities. Whether the users are single sensor operators or part of a team, as shown in Figure 7 , there is a need for system-level understanding of MTT performance. The ideas presented that support the transition of MTT systems to the real world include (1) enhanced scenarios delivered to the community by way of challenge problems and sensor, target, and environment models, (2) standardized metrics and appropriate methods for calculating the metrics, and (3) systematic testing of the complex system-level analysis through design of experiments to determine the sensitivity of the MTT solutions. With these ideas, the MTT community can manage user expectations, bound performance for sensor management, and determine the research areas of need for the future robust MTT success. 
